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A Handbook of Vlax Romani. Although there are ever nine million Roma (plural of Rom, the correct name for those people who have been more often referred to as “Gypsies” in English) in Europe and North America (plus many more all over the world), no usable modern grammar of their language, Romani, exists in English.

A Handbook of Vlax Romani | Slavica Publishers

Notwithstanding, it is a good book, providing an in-depth description of the Vlax Romani language for the learner. Grammar is presented clearly and difficult items are given an explanation designed for laymen, not linguists. A large and informative section on the various spelling systems in use is provided, and a solid description of the phonology is also given, slightly tainted by attitude. He calls linguistic borrowing, a normal process when languages are in contact, ‘interference’, namely ...
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Norwithstanding, it is a good book, providing an in-depth description of the Vlax Romani language for the learner. Grammar is presented clearly and difficult items are given an explanation designed for laymen, not linguists. A large and informative section on the various spelling systems in use is provided, and a solid description of the phonology is also given, slightly tainted by attitude. He calls linguistic borrowing, a normal process when languages are in contact, ‘interference’, namely ...
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The aim of the study is to provide a model of Serbian loan-verb adaptation to the Qurbet Romani variety (Southern Vlax group of Romani dialects (Matras 2004)), spoken in the town of Kajakjevac and its surrounding area (Eastern Serbia). According to 2011 Census, 673 out of 31,491 people are using Romani in this area, where extensive language contact between Serbian as a dominant language and ...
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